We construct modular invariants on M SU (2) , the moduli space of quantum vacua of N = 2 SYM with gauge group SU(2). We also introduce the non-chiral function K(A,Ā) = e ϕ SW −ϕ/2 , where e ϕ SW is the Seiberg-Witten metric and e ϕ is the Poincaré metric on M SU (2) .
The exact results about N = 2 SUSY Yang-Mills obtained by Seiberg and Witten [1] concern the low-energy Wilsonian effective action with at most two derivatives and four fermions.
In the SU(2) case, the u-moduli space of quantum vacua is M SU (2) , the Riemann sphere with punctures at u = ∞, u = −Λ 2 and u = Λ 2 . In [2] it has been shown that actually the results in [1] can be derived from first principles [3, 4] . In particular, the T 2 symmetry u(τ + 2) = u(τ ), which rigorously follows from the asymptotic analysis together with the relation [3] u = πi(F − a∂ a F /2),
and the fact that
uniquely fix the monodromy group Γ to be Γ (2) . The basic observation is that, for real values of u we have the symmetry u(τ ) = u(−τ ) which essentially fixes Γ. The reason is that by (1) and Im τ > 0 (except for the singularities where Im τ = 0), u can be seen as uniformizing coordinate. Therefore, M SU (2) ∼ = H/Γ where H is the upper half plane (the τ -moduli space, see [5] ). This is equivalent to u(γ · τ ) = u(τ ) with γ ∈ Γ. It follows that there are curves C in the fundamental domains in H such that for τ ∈ C one has γ · τ = −τ .
This reasoning together with a proper use of u(τ + 1) = −u(τ ) essentially implies the results in [2] .
In [1] it has been emphasized that the properties of the metric
are at heart of the physics. Actually, the natural framework to investigate these properties is uniformization theory [3, 5, 2] .
In this letter we use basic geometrical structures of M SU (2) to derive a modular invariant quantity which fulfills all the expected properties of the non-chiral terms in the Wilsonian effective action [6, 7, 8, 9] .
Let us now recall the metric introduced in [5] . Let H = {w|Im w > 0} be the upper half plane endowed with the Poincaré metric ds
a F is the inverse of the map uniformizing M SU (2) , it follows that the positive definite metric
is the Poincaré metric on M SU (2) . This implies that ϕ satisfies the Liouville equation
We now show that the Seiberg-Witten metric
where ′ ≡ ∂ u , can be written in terms of the Poincaré metric e ϕ . To this end we first summarize few facts. A crucial role in the theory is played by the Picard-Fuchs equations [10, 11] , in particular in the SU(2) case we have the (reduced) uniformizing equation [10, 3] 
implying that
where u = G(a). By (1) and (7) we have [5]
Furthermore, by [1] 
we have a(u = −Λ 2 ) = −i4Λ/π and a(u = Λ 2 ) = 4Λ/π. It follows that the initial conditions for the second-order differential equation (7) are G(a = −i4Λ/π) = −Λ 2 and
G(a = 4Λ
2 /π) = Λ 2 and by (1)
Now observe that by (8)
Since
we can re-write Eq. (11) in the form
We stress that, as observed in [3] ,
. This ensures the covariance of Eq. (12) . It follows that
Now observe that by (1) we have
whereτ = a D /a. Therefore, (12) is equivalent to
In [6] it has been shown that the next to leading term which contributes to the action is a modular invariant real analytic function K(A,Ā). Furthermore, De Wit, Grisaru and
Roček were able to prove that asymptotically [7] 
where c is a constant. Also, the one-instanton contribution to K(A,Ā) has been obtained by Yung [8] . We observe that one should expect that the asymptotic behavior in (16) be the unique singularity in K(A,Ā) as other possible singularities will spoil the physical meaning of the quantum moduli space. In particular, K(A,Ā) should be regular where monopoles or dyons become massless (see also [8] ). Actually, it seems that the only possible way in order do not change the physical picture in [1] is that K(A,Ā) be vanishing at these points. Let us illustrate this aspect by recalling that as a crucial property of the N = 2 SYM path-integral measure, there is a dual version of the theory where the fields are the S-transformed of the original ones. In particular, the dual effective coupling constant is
Now observe that the Γ(2) symmetry can be also interpreted in the following way. Let us schematically denote by I and II the original theory and its dual respectively
As T 2 is a symmetry of I-theory, we have T 2 · I = I. On the other hand, the properties of the N = 2 measure imply that the asymptotic analysis still holds for the dual theory II, that is T 2 · II = II. It follows that
implying that besides T 2 also S −1 T 2 S is in the symmetry group. Repeating the steps in (18) we generate all Γ(2), which is the symmetry group of I and of its dual version II. This fact suggests that the higher order terms in the Wilsonian action should have a structure such that the asymptotic behavior (16) still holds for the dual theory II. In particular, the asymptotic behavior τ ∼ log a is reproduced in the dual theory as τ D ∼ log a D . Since these points are in the spectrum, it follows by (17) that τ = 0 for some u. This is the u = Λ 2 point. A similar property should still hold for the higher order terms in the Wilsonian action.
Therefore, in order to preserve the relation S · I = II, it seems that K(a,ā) should vanish at the puncture u = Λ 2 . Furthermore, modular invariance of K together with the relation
We now show that there is a natural choice for K(A,Ā) which fulfills all the above conditions. Namely, we propose that
which by (13) can be also written in the form
In the following we will show that the solution (19) has the following properties
It is modular invariant;
2. Asymptotically K(A,Ā) ∼ 2 log A logĀ;
3.
The above singularity is the unique singularity of K(A,Ā);
4. The zeroes of K are precisely at the punctures;
Besides the logarithmic terms the asymptotic expansion of K(A,Ā) contains terms like
as expected from the instanton contributions (see also [8] ). Point 1. is evident as the Poincaré metric is invariant under the SL(2, R) transformations and Γ(2) ⊂ SL(2, R). In order to consider point 2. we first write down the asymptotic expansions
By (1) and (21) it follows that the asymptotic expansion for u = G(a) is
where
for k > 0. Concerning the instanton contributions F k , k > 0, these are determined by the recursion relations [3]
where n ≥ 0, G 0 = 1/2 and
and
By Eq.(15), we can re-write K(A,Ā) in the form
Therefore, by (21) (22) and (23) we have the asymptotic expansion
Extracting the leading term we get
which reproduces the expected behavior.
Let us now consider point 3. above. To show that
has not other divergences outside u = ∞, it is useful to consider the form
and to notice that by (9) , a ′ (u) is logarithmically divergent as u → ±Λ 2 . Therefore, by (28)
K vanishes at u = ±Λ 2 . It follows that K is everywhere finite except that for the asymptotic divergence (27). Furthermore, since the only zeroes for the Poincaré metric e ϕ come from the puncture at u = ∞ whereas the unique divergences come from the punctures at u = ±Λ 2 , it follows that K has zeroes at a = −i4Λ/π and a = 4Λ/π (and their Γ(2)-transformed).
Finally, note that point 5. follows explicitly from the asymptotic expansion (26).
Let us comment on the possible higher order terms in the Wilsonian action. According to [6] , besides K(A,Ā), the possible higher order terms do not seem to be modular invariants.
On the other hand, as u(γ · τ ) = u(τ ), ∀γ ∈ Γ(2), possible non invariant terms should imply that at the same point of the moduli space of quantum vacua M SU (2) there are infinitely many unequivalent theories. This would break the highly symmetric structure coming from the chiral part of the action. In this context one should investigate whether the nice observation in [9] that the S-duality transformation extends to the full effective action, implies that actually the non-chiral part of the Wilsonian action is modular invariant. Now, a possibility is the full Wilsonian effective action (the normalization has been fixed according to the one-instanton calculation in [8] ).
In conclusion we observe that similar investigations can be extended to more general cases. For example, in the SU(3) case the uniformization of the quantum moduli space has been considered in [12] . Also, some consequences concerning the Wilsonian renormalization group equation should be further investigated [13] [14] .
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